Manage and Migrate
End-User Notes Archives

Self-Service Archive Migrator | CMT enables end users to seamlessly transition their local mail archives from Notes to Outlook and Exchange. As a companion product to the award-winning solution Notes Migrator | CMT, Self-Service Archive Migrator gives end users the ability to efficiently migrate archives for an effective transformation experience. With an easy to use interface and a simple installation and configuration process, you can quickly implement Self-Service Archive Migrator | CMT. Your end users will confidently convert their archives, and track their progress. The actual migration processing is run by end-users on their workstations or laptops, and all activities are tracked for reporting in a centralized repository.

Give end-users the power to manage their Notes archive migration with Notes Archive Migrator | CMT.

Learn More about Self-Service Archive Migrator | CMT, and Get Started Today!
www.binarytree.com/products/ssam-cmt

- Users choose designated archives to migrate
- Empower end users over the archive migration process
- Adapt to productivity demands and schedules for end users to limit impacts
- Automated alerts to administrators for proper oversight of the migration process
- Central tracking repository allows administrators to manage all migration tasks from a central location
- Runs on end-users’ machines, removing bottlenecks and restraints from centralized processing
- Step-by-step guided tasks through the UI facilitates a fast, simple end-user process